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PRIVACY STATEMENT
We are not like the other genetic companies. XFinity lab not sell or 
transfer your data or any personal information. Xfinity Lab follows 
confidentiality and privacy laws that ensure all our clients genetic 
information is kept stricly private. No exceptuons.

YOUR PRIVACY IS SAFE
Code of ethics of XFinity Lab is based on confidentiality. Our number one 
priority is your privacy and we have the highest standards of bioethics. 
Your data are safe and secure thanks to our rigorous policies and 
procedures. No DNA sharing, no DNA selling. This is guaranteed.

The life beyond.

1) Go online at www.smartlifesolution.com/dnacollection, and 
activate your DNA test Kit:
- Register the bar code you will find on the envelopes;
- Confirm the DNA service you purchased or wish to purchase;
- Get the Verification Code and write it on envelope #2
- Complete the form;

2) Clean mouth by rinsing thoroughly with water, especially if you 
consumed co�ee or tea in the past 30 minutes;

3) Remove one swab by handle without touching the sterile tip. 
Do not touch the tip of the swab to any object than your cheek;

4) Insert the tip of the swab into your mouth. Brush and rotate 
the swab firmly against the inside of your cheek for 30 seconds;

5) The swabs will now be wet and should be left to dry for 
5 minutes. Do not place the swab directly into the envelope after 
collection. Once the cotton swab is completely dry, you may place 
the oral swabs into the collection envelope #1;

6) Insert the small collection envelope #1 into the return 
envelope #2 together with terms and condition signed, and then 
seal shut. Store the envelope and its contents indoors at room 
temperature until you mail the envelope;

7) Choose the address based on your location and write it on 
envelope #2; Before shipping it out, make sure you have already 
filled the verification (step 1) on envelope #2

8 ) Your genetic journey has begun, you will receive your unique 
genetic report within 2 weeks after your sample is received at the 
Xfinity Lab laboratory.

Address


